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About This Content

The "Maniac Gunner Pirate" skin features:

- Fully animated exclusive skin!
- Original voice acting by Ashley Marku

- All abilities have Maniac Gunner themed visuals!
- A Maniac Gunner themed HUD!

- A Maniac Gunner themed portrait!
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Its a good skin yes, includes a hud and frame yes, new weapon animation yes. I was kind of disappointed with this. Many lines
are still regular pirate in regular pirate voice, usually the beat boss ones. I do like what's done with the cannon balls (Making
them yellow faces) and the gattling gun is nice. But the parrot is still the regular deal and doesn't look too great next to her.
(Maybe it could have been some kind of non-animal flying robot or something fitting).

The yellow flower repacing the X in x marks the spot is a really nice touch too.

It would have helped too if this dlc had a video so you could hear the voice before deciding if you will get it. I wasn't able to
find anything on her searching maniac pirate on youtube at the time.

I"d give it an okay, but two different voices is really distracting.

Pros

1. Good sprite
2. New Hud stuff
3. Cannon ball and X replacers are nice

Negs

1. Two voices on one character (One kind of upbeat and fun loving, One edgy)
2. No reskin on the parrot. Please note, this is not a new character. It is just a skin. i myself do not think a skin is worth the $5..
Not at all.
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